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Introduction
Despite being the major contributor to the total disease burden,1 having one of the
highest costs of care among all chronic diseases, producing adverse effects on physical
health, relationships, and cognitive performance,2 and resulting in suicide in about 15%
of all patients,3 depression remains difficult to treat effectively in all cases. For example,
several years ago, it was reported from the STAR*D study of over 4,000 depressed
patients that initial treatments were successful in only 37% of patients, with second-line
treatments achieving an additional 31% remission.4 As suggested by these data, there
was often significant interpatient variability in outcomes.5 Possible reasons for this
wide variety in treatment efficacy for depression include patients’ different biologic
vulnerabilities to depression and differences in their particular symptom profiles.6
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Genetic factors
Biologic vulnerability to depression is reflected in the strong heritability for depression,
estimated at 35%.7 Consequently, many studies have been undertaken to search for the
specific genetic factors that may be related to an inherited vulnerability to depression.
A great deal of that research has been focused upon the serotonin transporter gene
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Purpose: Depression remains difficult to treat in all cases, and further investigation of the role
of genetic and environmental factors may be valuable. This study was designed to investigate
the association between the short (s) versus non-short (non-s) 5HTTLPR variants, presence of
childhood stressors and recent life stressors, and depression, and to do so at two levels that would
expose the associations between total depression scores and also individual depression items.
Materials and methods: Two hundred and forty-nine volunteers from one of the Australian
Electoral Office electorates covering a large rural land area completed a series of questionnaires
about childhood and recent life stress and depression, and provided a buccal cell sample for
genotyping the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism into s versus non-s carriers.
Results: Although there were no significant differences in the depression scores of the s-carriers
versus the non-s carriers, each subtype of the 5-HTTLPR polymorphism showed different patterns of association between childhood stress and depression symptoms, and between recent
life stress and depression symptoms.
Conclusion: Individualization of therapy for depression may be achieved through consideration
of the specific associations that patients exhibit between life stress, 5-HTTLPR polymorphism,
and depression symptomatology.
Keywords: genes, mental health, life experiences
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SLC6A4 and one of its polymorphisms from the promoter
region, known as 5-HTTLPR. SCL6A4 encodes the serotonin
transporter protein 5-HTT, which carries serotonin (5-HT)
away from the synapse after signal transmission for later
reuse. In humans, SCL6A4 resides on chromosome 17q11.1
but its ability to encode 5-HTT is influenced by the presence
of the promoter region 5-HTTLPR about 1 kb upstream of
the 5-HTT gene transcription initiation region. 5-HTTLPR
polymorphisms are grouped into “short” (s) or “long” (l)
forms, referring to the number of base pairs in each form;
the short form has 44 fewer base pairs than the long form.8,9
Humans may carry three possible genotypes, a combination
of short and long (sl), or short and short (ss), or long and
long (ll) forms, although most research is focused upon the
dichotomy of s-present versus s-absent (ie, ss, sl versus ll).
The short (s) form polymorphism of 5-HTTLPR restricts the
transcriptional activity of the promoter, producing low functional expression of SCL6A4 and hence reducing serotonin
reuptake; the long (l) form does not have this effect.
Following Caspi et al’s10 first report of the significant
interaction between the 5HTTLPR, childhood stress, recent
stressful life events, and depression, many studies and
reviews of this association have been published, often with
differing results. For example, Lopez-Leon et al 11 cited
24 studies, 20 of which had an odds ratio .1.0 for the s allele
versus the l allele, but only three of those studies produced
statistically significant differences between the two forms.
Arguing in 2010 that the 5-HTTLPR does not have a simply
unilateral relationship with depression but operates through
the “g × e” interaction of genetic and environmental (stress)
factors over the lifetime (including both Childhood Stressors and Recent Life Stressors), Risch et al12 and Munafo
et al13 performed meta-analyses of the interaction between
5-HTTLPR, stress, and depression on 5 and 14 studies,
respectively, and concluded that there was no evidence for
the hypothesis. However, in a further review, Uher et al14
reviewed 34 studies of the interaction between 5-HTTLPR,
environmental adversity, and depression, confirming that
relationship. Some other meta-analyses15–17 raised doubts
about the consistent association between the ss variant, stress,
and depression. The current state of uncertainty regarding the
association between the 5HTTLPR, stress, and depression is
reflected in the conclusions of two most recent reviews, one
of which found “a small but significant effect of 5-HTTLPR
in interaction with stress in the prediction of depression.”18
(p. 339) and the other of which reported that the association
was “not broadly generalizable but must be of modest effect
size and only observable in limited situations.”19 (p. 133).
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However, by their nature, meta-analyses combine data
from many studies, potentially occluding the findings from
some studies that show effects in a different direction to the
majority. Those differences are not always attributable to
methodologic defects. For example, although Karg et al15
found evidence that the ss allele of the 5-HTTLPR was
associated with an increased risk of individuals who developed major depressive disorder (MDD) following childhood
stressors, major medical conditions, and (less robust but
still statistically significant) general life stressors, 15 of the
54 studies they reviewed reported no association between the
ss, stress, and depression, and a further 6 reported at least some
aspect of their sample in which carriers of the long (ll) allele
were more likely than ss carriers to become depressed following significant life stress15 (Table 1). Similarly, Sharpley et al17
also found that, of the 81 studies they reviewed, the significant
relationship between the short form of the 5-HTTLPR, stress,
and depression was confirmed (p=0.0000009), but nearly 26%
studies failed to show any significant association between the
5-HTTLPR, stress, and depression, and four studies found
opposite results to those expected (ie, the association was
between the l variant, stress, and depression rather than the
s variant, stress, and depression). Examination of the methodologies of all those studies failed to identify any flaws in
the opposite or unequivocal studies, and the latter had larger
sample sizes than those studies that supported the expected
association, arguing that the null results were not an outcome
of insufficient statistical power. Thus, while meta-analytic
data are of great value in determining overall findings or such
associations as the 5HTTLPR, stress, and depression, there
remains a valid role for individual studies of the particular
characteristics of selected samples.

Symptom profiles
The current diagnosis of MDD covers nine possible symptoms, of which five must be present most of the time; of those
five, one must be either sadness or anhedonia.3 The nine
symptoms cover a wide range of observable behavior, from
changes in dietary intake or sleeping patterns to difficulties
Table 1 Mean, SD, and range of scores for psychological variables,
and distribution of 5HTTLPR variants
Variable

Mean

SD

Range

SDS total score
Childhood Stressors
Recent Life Stressors
5HTTLPR variants

37.91
67.76
26.76
s-present=184
(73.9%)

8.50
9.28
1.36
s-absent=65
(26.1%)

21–74
28–56
20–28

Abbreviation: SDS, Self-rating Depression Scale.
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concentrating or making decisions, and feeling worthless
or having thoughts of death. There are also a large number
of associated features for MDD, which are linked to the
nine major criteria but describe slightly different depressive behaviors.3 This heterogeneity of symptomatology for
MDD implies that there are many ways in which a patient
might qualify for the MDD diagnosis, and an arithmetical
analysis of the possible forms of diagnosis that meet the
criteria for MDD revealed that there were 1,497 such possible
ways of fulfilling the diagnosis of MDD.20 Further, analysis
of symptom data from 3,703 depressed outpatients at the
beginning of the first treatment stage of the STAR*D trial21
identified 1,030 unique symptom profiles, 83.9% of which
were endorsed by five or fewer subjects and 48.6% of which
were endorsed by only one individual. Severity of the total
depression symptomatology did not reduce this high level
of heterogeneity across the MDD symptoms, leading those
authors to comment that “the analysis of individual symptoms, their patterns, and their causal associations will provide
insights that could not be discovered in studies relying on
only sum-scores” (p. 96).
A focus on the symptom profiles of depression entails
looking beyond the dichotomous diagnosis of depression
used in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fifth Edition,3 or the total score from a checklist
or self-report inventory, to considering the entire range of
depressive symptoms present in a particular patient. Previous
studies have reported on the prevalence of various depression symptom profiles in general community samples22 as
well as the association between those depression profiles
and treatment outcomes.6 This perspective follows the call
for “personalized medicine” approaches to the diagnosis
and treatment of depression23 as a way of better matching
diagnostic profiles to specific treatment options for more
effective outcomes. However, to date, there have been no
studies of the depressive profile of multiple MDD symptoms
when investigating the association between the 5HTTLPR,
stress, and depression; all previous studies relied on total
scores from depression inventories or clinical evaluation of
the presence/absence of MDD. These dichotomous measures
are valid but do not provide insight into the more detailed
symptom profiles of the participants in such studies and the
possible relationships those symptom profiles may have with
genetic factors such as the 5HTTLPR. Dichotomization of
what are effectively linear scores across a range of symptoms and severities brings some limits to the power of the
statistical analyses possible with such data and the results
from those analyses.24 This limitation might have contributed
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to the disagreement in the previous literature regarding the
existence of the 5HTTLPR–stress–depression association.

Study aims
Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the association
between the ss versus non-s 5HTTLPR variants, presence of
Childhood Stressors and Recent Life Stressors, and depression, and to do so at two levels that would expose the associations between total depression scores and also individual
depression items. This process was designed to enable the
information to be gathered regarding the depression profiles
of the two subgroups of 5HTTLPR variant carriers and
then compared for similarities and/or differences. The four
research questions investigated were as follows: 1) Is there a
significant difference in the severity of total depression across
participants carrying the s-present versus s-absent variants
of the 5HTTLPR? 2) Is there a significant difference in the
severity of individual depression items across participants carrying the s-present versus s-absent variants of the 5HTTLPR?
3) Is there a difference in the total depression scores arising
from the g × e association between the 5HTTLPR and total
Recent Life Stressors or Childhood Stressors? and 4) Is there
a difference in the depression symptom profiles arising from
the g × e association between the 5HTTLPR and total Recent
Life Stressors or Childhood Stressors?
The specific population sampled was rural Australians,
principally because many previous studies of these factors
used urban samples; data from a selected rural sample can
provide an additional insight into the 5HTTLPR–stress–
depression association that has not previously been reported
as such. In addition, depression has been reported at a prevalence rate of 10% in rural Australia,25,26 which is similar to
that in urban Australia, but the suicide rate is several times
higher in rural Australians than in urban Australians and
has increased at a greater rate during recent years.27 There
are also some data suggesting that gender is a confounder
in the effect of the 5-HTTLPR upon depression,28 and
even that males’ depression may be associated with the ll
form, whereas females’ depression is associated with the ss
form.29 This confound with gender may account for some of
the findings reported in the meta-analyses reviewed above
and highlights the need to consider gender in studies of the
5-HTTLPR and depression.

Materials and methods
Participants
Volunteers from one of the Australian Electoral Office electorates covering a large rural land area were invited by letter
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to participate in a study “about your mental health.” The letter
emphasized that individuals who had not experienced mental
health problems were invited as much as those who had such
experiences so that comparative data could be collected.
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Instruments

Background questionnaire
Participants were asked to state their age (years) and sex.

The Self-rating Depression Scale (SDS)
The 20-item Zung SDS is based on the data from factor
analytic studies of MDD31 and fits the most recent definitions of that disorder.3 Respondents indicate the frequency
of each of those 20 items by answering “None or a little of
the time”, “Some of the time”, “Good part of the time”, or
“Most or all of the time”, which produce numerical scores
of 1–4, providing total raw scores from 20 to 80. SDS raw
scores of $40 indicate the presence of “clinically significant
depression”.32 (p. 335). The SDS has demonstrated split-half
reliability of 0.81,30 0.79,33 and 0.94.34 Internal consistency
(alpha) has been reported as 0.88 for depressed patients, 0.93
for nondepressed patients,35 and 0.84 for a previous Australian sample.36 The SDS has been shown to be superior to the
MMPI Depression Scale and the Beck Depression Inventory
for assessing depression in male psychiatric inpatients.35 SDS
raw scores were used in this study.
Childhood Stressors were measured through a dichotomous (present/absent) response format to 29 questions
including the content and structure of those used in previous major studies37 and the National Comorbidity Survey.38
Questions asked participants to state whether “any of the
following happened to you when you were a child,” and
included content regarding (but not limited to) parental marital separation and divorce; experiences of neglect; physical,
sexual, and mental abuse; parental unemployment; parental
drug/alcohol abuse; suffering from a serious illness; mistreatment at school; family members’ suicide or attempted
suicide; and death of a parent. This content argues for the
validity of the scale, and the internal consistency (Cronbach
alpha) of this scale in the current study was 0.96.
Recent Life Stressors were measured through dichotomous responses to the 14-item Recent Life Stress scale
developed for the Hawaii Personality and Health Cohort
Study, a population-based cohort participating in a longitudinal study of personality and health spanning 40 years
from childhood to midlife.39 Participants were asked whether
a series of stressful events had occurred to them during the
past 6 months (for recency). These events included death
30
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or serious injury of a parent, partner, child, close relative,
relationship breakdown, serious problems with relatives,
close friends or neighbors, being unemployed or losing a
job, having major financial problems, difficulties with the
police or law, and losing something valuable, supporting
its content validity. Internal consistency for this scale in the
current study was 0.89.

DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was extracted from mouthwash samples
using a Gentra Puregene Buccal cell kit (Qiagen Inc., MD,
USA). Mouthwash samples were centrifuged for 5 minutes at
2,000 × g to pellet cells, and DNA was extracted following the
manufacturer’s protocol. Presence of intact, high-molecularweight DNA was confirmed through gel electrophoresis
and quantified using a NanoDrop 8000 spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop, ThermoFisher, Melbourne, Australia).

5HTTLPR genotyping
5HTTLPR genotyping for short and long alleles into s-present
(ie, ss, sl) versus s-absent (ie, ll) was carried out using polymerase chain reaction (PCR), as described by Wendland
et al.40 The 5HTTLPR alleles were amplified using the
following primers: forward 5′ TCCTCCGCTTTGGCGCC
TCTTCG 3′, reverse 5′ TGGGGGTTGCAGGGGA
GATCCTG 3′. These primers yield a 469 bp product for the
short allele and a 512 bp product for the long allele. Each PCR
reaction consisted of 1× MyTaq Mix (Bioline, UK), 200 nM
each primer, and 50 ng genomic DNA, to a final volume
of 25 µL. The reaction was performed under the following
conditions: 15 minute denaturation at 95°C, followed by
35 cycles of 95°C (30 seconds), 65.5°C (90 seconds), and
72°C (60 seconds), followed by a final elongation step at
72°C for 10 minutes. Ten microliters of each PCR product
was loaded on a 3% agarose gel containing GelRed (Biotium,
USA), run for 1 hour at 100 V in TBE, and visualized under
UV light. All genotyping reactions were completed in duplicate, with negative controls included in each assay.

Procedure
From a list of 20,000 random names and addresses (balanced for equal numbers of males and females) supplied
by the Australian Electoral Commission in 2013, sufficient
participants were recruited for this study to exceed the target
of at least 60 participants in each of the two 5HTTLPR
variant subsamples of s-present (defined as ss or sl) versus
s-absent (defined as ll) to meet a priori power analysis requirements for correlation and multivariate analysis of variance
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(MANOVA) models. Participants received an online portal
or a copy of the questionnaire booklet containing the background questionnaire and the SDS, Recent Life Stressors and
Childhood Stressors scales, a small container half-filled with
mouthwash for collection of buccal cells, as well as written
instructions to tip the mouthwash into their mouth, vigorously
swill the mouthwash around their mouth for 2 minutes, spit
the mouthwash into the container without touching it with
their fingers, and seal the container and place it in their home
freezer (−20°C), and post it back to the researchers or bring
it to them. Participants’ data were de-identified and analyzed
through SPSS. The project was approved by the University
of New England Human Research Ethics Committee. All
participants gave written informed consent to the study.

Statistical analyses
Within studies of multiple dependent variables that are
tested for their association with independent variables, the
likelihood of a Type I error can increase because of multiple
testing of effects. In this study, the investigation of the 20
SDS items represents such a situation where the likelihood
of a Type I error might increase if p,0.05 were used to test
for effects. It is commonplace to adjust this value according
to some metric that seeks to counter the inflated family-wise
error rate, often through a Bonferroni correction, where the
0.05 value is divided by the number of tests conducted. In
this study, that figure would be 0.05/20=0.0025. However,
there is also a need to balance the likelihood of Type II
error rates against Type I error rates, and it has also been
argued that adjustment of the kind described above might
unwisely inflate the likelihood of a Type II error, especially
in exploratory studies (such as this one) where no a prior
hypothesis is being tested.41 It has also been suggested that a
general caution should be used when applying corrections to
p-values when engaged in multiple variable testing,42 and so
it was decided to not apply a stringent correction procedure
(eg, Bonferroni adjustments) to the results of the SDS item
analyses in this study but rather to provide a compromise
adjustment of 0.05/10=0.005.

Results
Data
A total sample of 249 participants was recruited for this study
(mean age=53.6 years, SD=17.2 years, range=18–82 years),
including 90 males (36.1%) and 159 females (63.9%). All
raw data met the requirements for normality based upon
the Kolgomorov–Smirnov statistic, and no transformations
were required. MANOVA on age, SDS total score, Recent
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Life Stressors, Childhood Stressors, and the distribution
of the 5HTTLPR variants according to sex of respondents
revealed no significant main effect F(4,293)=2.380, p=0.052,
partial eta squared=0.031, and there were no significant correlations between age and any of these variables. The mean
scores, standard deviations, and ranges for the scales are
shown in Table 1, as well as the relative distributions of the
two 5HTTLPR variants. There was a significant correlation
between Recent Life Stress and SDS total score for the whole
sample (r=−0.271, p,0.001) but not between Childhood
Stressors and SDS total score (r=0.054, p=0.283).
Research questions 1 and 2: Is there a significant
difference in the severity of total depression across participants carrying the s-present versus s-absent variants
of the 5HTTLPR? And, is there a significant difference
in the severity of individual depression items across participants carrying the s-present versus s-absent variants
of the 5HTTLPR?
Using Pillai’s trace because of the unequal prevalence
of the two 5HTTLPR variants,43 there were no significant
MANOVA main effects F(20,228)=1.170, p=0.282, partial
eta squared=0.093 or univariate effects for the 20 SDS items
across the two 5HTTLPR variants. These initial findings
indicated that the presence of the 5HTTLPR s-variants was
not significantly associated with elevated total or individual
SDS item differences.
Research questions 3 and 4: Is there a difference in the
association between total depression and total Recent Life
Stressors or Childhood Stressors across participants carrying the s-present versus s-absent variants of the 5HTTLPR?
And, is there a difference in the association between individual depression items and total Recent Life Stressors
or Childhood Stressors across participants carrying the
s-present versus s-absent variants of the 5HTTLPR?
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated separately for the associations between the total SDS score and
Recent Life Stressors and Child Stressors for each set of the
5HTTLPR variants (ie, s-present versus s-absent). There
were significant (p=0.05/2=0.025 because of testing for both
Recent Life Stressors and Childhood Stressors) associations
between total SDS score and Recent Life Stressors (r=0.237,
p=0.001) and Childhood Stressors (r=0.260, p,0.001) for the
s-present participants or for the s-absent participants (Recent
Life Stressors, r=0.415, p=0.001; Childhood Stressors,
r=0.516, p,0.001). There was no significant difference in
the size of the correlation coefficients for the association
between Recent Life Stressors and SDS total score across the
two 5HTTLPR variants (z=1.36, p=0.173), but the correlation
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Table 2 Significant (p#0.005) Pearson’s correlations between SDS items and Recent Life Stress or Childhood Stress for the s-present
subgroup (n=184)
SDS items

I feel downhearted
and blue

Morning is when
I feel best

Recent Life Stress
Childhood Stress

0.224
0.229

0.204

I have crying spells
or feel like it

My heart beats
faster than usual

I get tired for no
reason

0.216

0.210

0.201
0.253

Abbreviation: SDS, Self-rating Depression Scale.

between Childhood Stressors and SDS total score for the
s-absent subgroup was significantly greater than that for the
s-present subgroup (z=0.207, p=0.038, two-tailed).
To test for these effects at the individual SDS item level,
further Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated
between total Recent Life Stressor scores and the 20 SDS
items, and then between total Childhood Stressor scores and
the 20 SDS items for the s-present and s-absent subgroups.
Tables 2 and 3 present the significant results from each of
those correlational analyses, with the traditional (p,0.05)
level of significance adjusted to p#0.005 to offer a balance
between the likelihood of Type I and Type II errors due to
multiple testing in this exploratory study.
To identify the key SDS items in these four sets of associations, hierarchical regression equations were calculated
for each of Recent Life Stressors and Childhood Stressors for
the s-present and s-absent subgroups. There were significant
ANOVA effects for each of the four sets of regressions,
and Table 4 shows those SDS items that made a significant
contribution to the variance for Recent Life Stressors and
Childhood Stressors for each 5HTTLPR variant subgroup.
These findings are summarized graphically in Figure 1 to
show more clearly the disparate associations that each source
of stress had with the symptoms of depression measured by
the SDS for the s-present and s-absent subgroups.

Discussion
There were no significant differences between the total
depression scores of those participants who carried the
s-variant of the 5HTTLPR versus those who did not, verifying
the findings of Lopez-Lean et al11 and many individual studies

reviewed in subsequent meta-analyses. In an extension to
those previous findings, there were no significant differences
in the individual SDS item scores across the two 5HTTLPR
variant subgroups, further emphasizing the lack of a major
effect of this genetic factor upon depression scores per se.
However, the investigation of the nature of the g × e interaction in the form of the correlation matrices between SDS
total scores, Recent Life Stressors, and Childhood Stressors
produced some new findings.
First, the presence of significant associations between
total SDS score and Recent Life Stressors, as well as between
SDS total score and Childhood stressors for both of the
5HTTLPR variant subgroups, suggested that both variants
were vulnerable to the effects of Recent Life Stressors and
Childhood Stressors upon total depression scores. However,
the significantly stronger correlation between Childhood
Stressors and SDS total score for the s-absent subgroup than
for the s-present subgroup suggested that there might be some
variation in the ways that the g × e interaction was manifested
across the two 5HTTLPR subgroups. That variation was
clarified by the correlation matrices shown in Table 4 and
depicted graphically in Figure 1 when the individual items of
the SDS were considered rather than the total SDS score.
It is apparent from Figure 1 that the g × e interaction for
the s-present subgroup and Recent Life Stressors produced
different symptoms of depression than that same interaction
produced for the s-absent subgroup. These relationships might
be explained in this way. The depressive effect of Recent Life
Stressors upon carriers of the s variant was most powerfully felt
in feelings of being downhearted and blue (ie, the “depressed
mood” aspect of major depressive disorder symptomatology).

Table 3 Significant (p#0.005) Pearson’s correlations between SDS items and Recent Life Stress or Childhood Stress for the s-absent
subgroup (n=65)
SDS items

I have crying
spells or feel
like it

I have trouble
sleeping at
night

My heart
beats faster
than usual

I am restless
and cannot
keep still

I am more
irritable than
usual

Recent Life Stress
Childhood Stress

0.398
0.417

0.346
0.344

0.353
0.453

0.428
0.423

0.424

I find it easy to
make decisions

I feel that others
would be better
off if I were dead

0.367

0.516

Abbreviation: SDS, Self-rating Depression Scale.
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Table 4 Significant SDS item predictors of Recent Life Stressors and Childhood Stressors for the s-present and s-absent subgroups
5-HTTLPR
subgroup

Stressor source

SDS items making a significant unique
contribution to variance

R2 change

F

p-value

s-present

Recent Life
Stressors
Childhood
Stressors
Recent Life
Stressors
Childhood
Stressors

I feel downhearted and blue

0.050

9.634

0.002

I get tired for no reason
Morning is when I feel best
I am restless and cannot keep still
I feel that others would be better off if I were dead
My heart beats faster than usual
I am more irritable than usual

0.064
0.022
0.116
0.069
0.205
0.084

12.475
4.437
8.847
4.671
16.254
7.319

0.001
0.037
0.004
0.034
,0.001
0.009

s-absent

Abbreviation: SDS, Self-rating Depression Scale.

By contrast, those participants who did not carry the s variant
were more likely to experience somatic (restlessness) and pessimistic (others would be better off if I were dead) symptoms
of depression as a response to Recent Life Stressors. Of note,
only one of these three MDD symptoms is a required symptom
for that disorder (ie, depressed mood). In one way, this might
be interpreted as suggesting that the s-carriers experienced a
more severe type of depression when measured in terms of
the actual symptoms experienced.
There were also differences in the way that the two
5HTTLPR subgroups experienced depression as associated

$

with Childhood Stressors. Carriers of the s variant felt
fatigued and also exhibited one of the key characteristics of
melancholic depression3 in their reports that they felt best
in the morning. Melancholia is one of the most difficult-totreat forms of depression,3 and this symptom is considered
to reflect disruption to the circadian rhythm.44 It has been
suggested that this kind of disruption to one of the most central aspects of human physiology represents a fundamental
challenge to normal functioning in persons who exhibit it.45
As such, the presence of disruption to circadian rhythm may
represent a serious clinical management issue for people
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Figure 1 Major (beta weights) SDS items contributing to Recent Life Stressor and Childhood Stressor scores for participants carrying 5HTTLPR s-variant versus participants
not carrying 5HTTLPR s-variant. A = s is present; B = s is absent.
Abbreviation: SDS, Self-rating Depression Scale.
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who exhibit it. By comparison, those participants who
did not carry the s variant showed an association between
Childhood Stressors and irritability, as well as sympathetic
arousal (increased heart rate). Although these are considerable symptoms of depression, they are not as serious as the
disruption to circadian rhythm and may provide another
indication of the more severe nature of depression as it
is experienced by carriers of the s variant who have also
undergone childhood stressors.
Therefore, these findings may represent a different
method of understanding the g × e interaction across the
5HTTLPR variants, with some suggestions that those participants who carried the s variant experienced more severe types
of depression when considered from the standpoint of the
types of symptoms that were associated with stressor events
rather than the depression inventory scores alone. This finding is new and must be considered as tentative at this stage,
requiring confirmation across larger samples, but it does
represent a more detailed depiction of the 5HTTLPR–stress–
depression association than has been reported previously,
potentially accounting for at least some of the inconsistencies
in the previous literature.

Clinical implications
Clinical implications arising from these findings are also
tentative at this stage but do suggest considering the presence of the s variant of the 5HTTLPR as a potential contributor to the risk of more severe depression symptomatology.
Clinicians who may not detect any significant difference
in the total depression inventory scores of s-present versus
s-absent patients may find the exploration of specific MDD
symptom profiles of benefit in identifying the presence
of more-difficult-to-treat profiles in their patients. The
application of a “one-size-fits-all” treatment protocol has
been shown to be less than ideal in the STAR*D study,4
and the results of the present study provide support for
the development of treatment models that are designed to
individualize therapy. Taking the current findings of presence of a major symptom of melancholic depression among
those s variant carriers who had also experienced Childhood
Stressors, some data suggest that depressed persons who
exhibit melancholic features are more likely to attempt
violent suicide,46 and there is a longstanding clinical belief
that patients with melancholic depression respond better
to pharmacologic treatments than to psychotherapy,47 presumably because of the powerful biologic underpinnings
to their depression. These factors are worth inclusion in
treatment planning processes for patients who exhibit
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symptoms of melancholia, and it may be that carriage of
the s variant of the 5HTTLPR increases that risk.

Study limitations
Limitations of this study include the sample size, cultural
and geographic specificity of the sample, the “snapshot”
nature of the study, and the use of self-report inventories to
assess depression and stressor experiences. Collection of data
from other samples, using a prospective design to detect the
effects of specific stressors upon depressive symptomatology
profiles, and using clinician interviews and observations to
triangulate self-report data would all add to the generalizability of the current findings. Notwithstanding those suggestions,
the SDS is very well validated across multiple populations
and has high cross validity with clinician diagnoses (mentioned under the “Materials and methods” section), and so
may be accepted as providing a reasonably accurate dataset
for the depressive symptomatology of the sample.

Conclusion
Effective research and treatment of depression are predicated upon accurate identification of depressed persons,
the severity of their depression, and the ways in which
the depression they experience influences their physical
and mental health. When combined with the finding that
only about one-third of persons diagnosed with depression
receive treatment,48 the serious effects that depression has
upon daily functioning, cost of care, and personal distress
that were mentioned above, as well as the fact that many
people with depression find themselves in a chronic state
rather than experiencing a passing condition (as evidenced
by the finding that depression has a longitudinal stability
over a 15-year period49), depression clearly ranks very
highly in terms of worthwhile targets for investigation and
treatment. Identification of persons who may be more at risk
for particular depression symptoms represents a valuable
addition to standard clinical care and a valuable step toward
individualizing therapy.
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